

TEST INSTRUMENT REPORT


Sencore's PM 157
Power Monitor


by Phillip Dahlen


This instrument not only measures applied voltage and


current drain but is calibrated to indicate the amount


of ac power consumed by electronic products under test.


 Recently we encountered a prob-
lem on the ELECTRONIC TECHNI-
CIAN/DEALER bench which had us
puzzled. Whenever a certain TV set
was allowed to run for a moment
and then turned oFF, it would open
the circuit breaker with every at-
tempt to turn it ON-for up to 30
minutes after it was first turned OFF.


Not certain whether the problem
was in the circuit breaker or some
other portion of the TV set, we
wound a 1f high -wattage resistor
by wrapping insulated solder around
a paper cup. Connecting the resistor
across the open circuit breaker and
a voltmeter across the resistor, the
ac voltage scale was used to directly
indicate the amount of current pass-
ing through the TV set. The 0.6 amp
normal current was observed as it
surged to 10 amp when the TV set
was turned ON a second time, thus
indicating that the trouble was in
some other portion of the TV set.
(A malfunction in the high -voltage
power supply was causing an SCR
diode to continuously conduct dur-
ing those periods.)


Sencore has developed a new
product, the PM 157 Power Moni-
tor, which eliminates such cumber-
some techniques. Power consumed
by the TV set (or other electronic
product) can be determined by
plugging it into the power monitor
or, if a fuse has opened, connecting
the product to the monitor test
leads.


The power monitor can be used
to indicate the line voltage applied


to an electronic product; the amount
of current that it is conducting; and,
assuming 115vac line voltage, the
amount of power that it is consum-
ing. A handy power conversion
chart can be used should the line
voltage vary significantly from 115
vac. (One word of caution! The test
leads are designed to apply power
to the unit under test and should not
be connected to a power line for
voltage measurements-this the me -
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Senccre's PM 157
Powe Monitor. For more details
circle 900 on Readers Service Card.


ter can do internally. Failure to fol-
low these instructions could damage
the instrument.)


The test instrument comes with a
0 to 135vac scale plus 0 to 1.0, 0 to
3.0 and 0 to 10.0 amp ac scales and
a scale showing approximate power
consumption when there is 115vac
of line voltage. Still another set of
meter scales included indicate safe
current ranges for various fuse re-
sistors. 
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Manufacturer's schematic of the Power Monitor.
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